Prospery launches a unique digital platform for wealth management with Sopra Banking Software

Frankfurt am Main, 9th January 2018 – Sopra Banking Software, trusted partner of many banks all over the world, announces that Prospery, subsidiary of ABN AMRO N.V., is using the platform “Direct Banking on Saas” to run its unique digital wealth management proposition in Germany. Thanks to its innovative features, Prospery offers a unique digital customer experience combined with personalised approach.

Prospery is an outstanding platform that enables the customer to achieve their life goals such as pension savings, buying a holiday home, and paying for their children’s education, through proper wealth management with the help of the latest technologies. It combines the advantages of robo-advisors and human contact with a personal coach. One can not only benefit from individual sessions on optimal wealth management with a real coach, but also can access their account and the coach outside the traditional bank opening hours from anywhere in the world via live video sessions. What’s more, Prospery is the only Fintech in Germany that offers its products and services for a fixed fee independently of investment volume. ABN AMRO supports its subsidiary with its knowledge and expertise, thanks to which Prospery can offer institutional prices to its customers for its revolutionary services.

Omar el Khamlichi, COO of Prospery says: “Sopra Banking Software is really a solution for ABN AMRO Bank in a broader perspective. We are happy Sopra helped us deliver our proposition to the market with their Direct banking on SaaS. Sopra Banking provides a rich, unique and reliable SaaS banking solution. But above all Sopra shows exceptional commitment and involvement as a true partner. This made it possible to launch our digital wealth manager in Germany.”

Prospery is the first digital player in Europe to deliver such a comprehensive digital wealth management proposition.

Eric Bierry, Global Head of Sales and Professional Services of Sopra Banking Software says: “Sopra Banking Software is glad to empower Prospery with its Direct Banking on SaaS solution; This platform is a unique combination of digital services and human approach in the domain of wealth management that provides an optimum customer experience”.

About Prospery
Prospery is a digital wealth management platform that allows its users to manage their entire wealth and their personal goals from anywhere at any time, receive personal coaching and attractive investment opportunities. The uniqueness of those services is also substantiated by the fixed pricing that Prospery offers. The company was founded in 2016 by the Dutch ABN AMRO Bank N.V. under the leadership of CEO Dirk-Jan Schuiten and COO Omar El Khamlichi and is based in Frankfurt am Main (GER). Prospery has a BaFin license and, as a subsidiary of ABN AMRO, is subject to the applicable EU directives. Prospery currently employs 18 people.

For more information visit www.prospery.com

About Sopra Banking Software
With over 3 500 experts and one of the deepest, broadest portfolios of software and services, Sopra Banking Software is a trusted, long-term partner of over 800 banks in more than 70 countries. Sopra Banking Software has an unequalled ability to address the requirements for banks and financial institutions of any size and scope, allowing them to innovate and expand their services. Sopra Banking Software is a subsidiary of the Sopra Steria Group, a world leader in digital transformation, with more than 40 000 employees. In 2016, Sopra Steria achieved a pro forma turnover of € 3.7 billion.

For more information follow us on twitter @SopraBanking or visit www.soprabanking.com
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